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The ATS base engine had been a naturally aspirated 2. Optional engines include a 2. The 2. A
diesel engine had been planned to be available in the future. An 8-speed automatic transmission
was introduced for the model year. Cadillac currently sells the ATS in the U. Although Cadillac
believed that customers would favor a 5 Series sized car at a 3 Series price, that assumption
proved to be incorrect. Cadillac's research found that target customers who already owned
vehicles like the 3 Series or A4 did not want a larger vehicle. General Motors began
development of a smaller car that would satisfy these target customers; that car would
eventually become the Cadillac ATS. Cadillac showed a pre-production styling buck of the ATS
to the press on 11 August Sales in China began on 21 November During the early development
of the ATS, GM engineers determined that downsizing the GM Sigma II platform that
underpinned the second-generation CTS would result in a vehicle that was too heavy and that
using an economical, front-wheel drive platform would sacrifice performance. For model year,
the refreshed Cadillac ATS gained most of its styling from its Coupe version, the two-bar grille,
redesigned Cadillac emblem, seen on the ATS coupe first, and will eventually be placed on
every Cadillac lineup. Exterior tweaks for the Cadillac ATS front fascia has been lowered, and
more exterior paint choices have been made. The ATS interior is a carryover for , but has seen
some modest technology updates for as well. For the model year, the ATS replaces the 6-speed
6L45 automatic transmission with the new 8-speed 8L45 and the 3. Automatic start-stop
technology was added for the 2. GM claimed this ultracapacitor-based system reduced CO2
output by 6 percent. The ATS is a compact four-door, five-passenger sedan. A two-door coupe
went on sale in summer as a model. The front suspension is a MacPherson strut , double-pivot
set up, using a pair of ball joints and lower control links. A mechanical limited-slip differential is
standard with the manual transmission variant and is an available on the premium automatic.
The ATS is available in either a rear- or all wheel drive layout, has four available engines and
two available transmissions. From to , the ATS base engine in the U. As of , the base engine is a
2. A naturally aspirated 3. The model year ATS replaces all uses of the 6-speed 6L45 with the
new 8-speed 8L45 automatic transmission. For China, and models used the GM 6T70 gearbox.
The GM 8L45 gearbox replaced it for models onwards. In China, at the time of the model's
introduction, the ATS is available in five exterior colors and two interior colors over four trim
levels: Standard, Luxury, Elite and Comfort. The ATS coupe is wider than the sedan. Two
models were available at launch. One with a 2. Buyers have a choice of six-speed manual or a
six-speed automatic transmission, and the option of all wheel drive or standard rear wheel
drive. The Cadillac ATS Coupe is the first production model to wear Cadillac's newly revised
brand logo without its previous laurel wreath, and was first shown on the Cadillac Elmiraj
concept car. The 2 litre LTG turbocharged petrol engine is standard across the range producing
and horsepower. Trim levels are known as the 25T and 28T. The ATS-V sedan and coupe were
introduced for the model year. The Cadillac managed to accelerate faster than both German
vehicles and was the fastest around Willow Springs International Motorsports Park ; it was also
the least expensive in the test. Johnny O'Connell won the championship in , finished fourth in
and sixth in In addition, Michael Cooper finished third in and second in Testing conducted by
the United States National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration scored the and ATS, in
both rear- and all-wheel drive variants, at five stars in frontal crash, side crash and rollover
protection, resulting in five stars overall, the highest possible score. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Retrieved February 12, Detroit Free Press. Archived from the
original on Retrieved Source Interlink Media. According to ATS chief engineer Dave Masch, one
of the things Cadillac learned from its time spent with owners of competitive vehicles Motor
Trend. Masch's team believes BMW moved away from the driver-focused chassis tune of the
E46 with the current 3 Series -- the E90 -- and expects that trend will continue with the next-gen
3 Series due later this year. This morning at the media preview hosted by General Motors in its
design dome, VP of Design Ed Welburn showed off full-size styling bucks of the next two
models from Cadillac. The base engine is a 2. The real points of interest are the new
turbocharged 2. Guangzhou, China: General Motors. Shanghai: General Motors. General Motors
will introduce the award-winning Cadillac ATS compact luxury sports sedan in China in the
fourth quarter of Car and Driver. Hearst Communications. The result is the new Alpha platform.
For MY , the Cadillac ATS will see a new front fascia that incorporates the brand's new
wreath-less emblem, and a sleeker front bumper. The interior has been upgraded as well with
new trim options as well as some new tech including Siri Eyes Free functionality, dictated text
messaging and optional inductive smartphone charging. Lansing State Journal. Lansing,
Michigan: Federated Publications. For Lansing, it means at least jobs at GM's Lansing Grand
River assembly plant and hundreds more at local suppliers. Detroit, Michigan: General Motors.
The first Cadillac ATS compact luxury sport sedan intended for public sale was built today at
the Lansing Grand River assembly plant in Michigan, culminating a massive design and

development project. Automotive News. Crain Communications. General Motors plans to
introduce a coupe version of its Cadillac ATS compact next year, one in a spate of vehicle
introductions for the luxury brand. The ATS Coupe is expected to go on sale next summer. The
Wall Street Journal U. Driver's Seat. The development engineers who built the new Cadillac
ATSâ€”rear- or all-wheel-drive on GM's new Alpha platform architecture; five-passengers and
four doors watch this space for coupe, convertible and wagon variants The New York Times.
The New York Times Company. General Motors. July 23, Archived from the original on
November 21, The result is a base rear-drive curb weight of 3, pounds--at least pounds less than
any A4, 3-series, C-class or IS--and a consistent mass advantage over all equipment
configurations. Detroit, Michigan: General Motors Company. The award-winning 3. Mark Reuss,
president of G. Ward's Auto. Penton Media. Docherty declines to provide a timetable on the
diesel powertrains, although North America will get an oil-burner for the ATS, so it stands to
reason Europe would see it first. According to Cadillac, the 2. General Motors Company.
Department of Transportation. December Now another vehicle in the General Motors stable has
scored top marks on the frontal, side and rollover crash tests on its way to a five-star overall
rating: the Cadillac ATS in both rear- and all-wheel-drive variants. Popular Mechanics. This time,
Detroit was up to the German challenge. Los Angeles: Motor Press Guild. Archived from the
original PDF on Dealers Deliver 2. Retail Sales and Share Gains for ". Industry in Fourth Quarter
and Calendar Year". GM Corporate Newsroom. Retrieved 9 January Colwell, K. March Csere,
Csaba July Dyer, Ezra Hardigree, Matt Gawker Media. Lieberman, Jonny September Neil, Dan
Rumble Seat. Sherman, Don August Undercoffler, David The Los Angeles Times. Tribune
Interactive. Vlasic, Bill Part No. Archived PDF from the original on Cadillac vehicles. Established
in , a General Motors division since Category Commons. Hidden categories: CS1
Chinese-language sources zh Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Bob Boniface exterior Eric Clough interior. FR layout
F4 layout. Compact executive car D. Fleetwood FWD. Sixty Special FWD. Fleetwood Brougham.
Fleetwood RWD. Fleetwood Limousine. Series Personal luxury. Compact crossover. Mid-size
crossover. Full-size SUV. Extended length SUV. Escalade ESV. Escalade EXT. Launched for ,
the Cadillac ATS was designed and engineered from the ground-up on an all-new platform. Its
relatively compact size marked a turning point for Cadillac, which bought into the
same-sausage, different-lengths philosophy of the Germans and now has true compact,
midsize, and full-size sedans in its lineup, with the Cadillac ATS, CTS, and XTS, respectively.
Even though it may not be diminutive, the ATS is one of the leanest cars in the class, thanks to
weight-saving technology, including the use of lightweight metals, that whittles the curb weight
down to as low as 3, pounds. As with most cars in this class, the Cadillac ATS uses rear-wheel
drive. All-wheel drive is available on some models, but like the BMW 3 Series and
Mercedes-Benz C-Class, they are based on a rear-wheel-drive platform as opposed to a
front-wheel-drive platform, such as that of the Audi A4. For , Cadillac ATS carries over
unchanged save for a few additional features. Intellibeam automatic high-beam control is added
to the available Driver Awareness and Driver Assist packages for A frameless inside mirror is
installed on all Cadillac ATS models. A leather-wrapped, larger-diameter steering wheel goes
into models with steering-wheel paddle shift controls. A volt power outlet has been added to the
console of models with CUE and navigation packages. Three engine choices are available for
the Cadillac ATS, including two four-cylinder options. Each uses direct injection and variable
valve timing to maximize performance and fuel efficiency. The base engine is a 2. A sprightly 2.
Driving dynamics are further enhanced by a five-link independent rear suspension, plus
optional Brembo brakes with a high-tech coating that keeps the rotors looking as good as they
perform. Magnetic Ride Control is optional on most ATS models, ready to adjust suspension
real-time for even more responsive driving. Inside, fit and finish rivals that of any Audi or BMW,
although we found some interior configuration options limiting. An acronym for Cadillac User
Experience, the large screen uses proximity sensors, haptic feedback and voice recognition to
control phone, audio and navigation functions. Fuel economy for the Cadillac ATS 2. Unlike its
Premium-burning German rivals, Regular gasoline is recommended. The ATS with 3. The EPA
estimate for the 2. The Cadillac ATS offers a choice of three engines: a 2. Each comes in a
variety of trim levels, with most trims similarly equipped across all engine choices. Most models
come with a 6-speed automatic transmission, but the 2. All-wheel drive is available with the 2.
Cadillac ATS 2. The 2. Performance trim includes the CUE touchscreen interface, Bluetooth
streaming audio, Bose surround system with CD player, and a Driver Awareness Package that
includes rear thorax airbags, rain-sensing automatic wipers, lane departure warning and
forward collision alert. The 3. Most features on each trim level are the same as those found on 2.

Safety features on all models include driver and front passenger frontal airbags, knee and side
airbags, and front and rear head curtain airbags; traction control, electronic stability control and
anti-lock brakes. The optional rearview camera can help the driver spot a small child behind the
car when backing up. Side blind zone alert and rear cross-traffic detection can help the driver
spot other vehicles and possibly reduce the chance of an accident. Optional all-wheel drive can
improve handling stability in slippery conditions. Exterior styling on the ATS sedan is bold,
continuing Cadillac's Art and Science design language that's been in use for a decade. The
design stems from early sketches that came out of GM's London studio, with the bulk of the
exterior and interior refined and finished by designers from both the Michigan and California
studios. Lines are cleaner and certain features are less over-the-top than those on other cars in
this class, and are more proportionate to and appropriate for its smaller size. But the ATS is still
unmistakably a Cadillac, which will please brand loyalists and appeal to those who are looking
for something unique in a sea of sameness. On the other hand, that could prove a tough sell for
European-luxury car enthusiasts who prefer sultry swoops to Caddy's sharp geometric shapes.
Headlamps on the ATS use Cadillac's signature vertical shape, with long, tapering tails that
stretch up alongside the hood line. Vertical foglamps underneath accentuate the upright look of
the front fascia. The front grille and air intakes are large, but not gratuitous, and are separated,
in Cadillac style, by a sharp, three-dimensional angular crease. The front end is not only
aesthetic, but functional: Inside the front grille are shutters that automatically close at certain
highway speeds to reduce aerodynamic drag and help fuel economy. A rising character line
along the bottom is evident, but not overdone. The roofline slopes gently past the C-pillar, and
isn't as steeply raked as some sporty compact cars, presumably for the sake of rear passenger
headroom. Chrome accents on window surrounds and door handles, as well as polished inch
wheels with optional 18s , convey a look that's more luxurious over sporty. In addition, the
Brembo performance brakes that come on some ATS models use a special Ferritic
Nitro-Carburizing FNC coating, which helps to prevent corrosion and keeps them looking shiny.
In back, the vertical lines are repeated in the tail lamps. A long, thin horizontal LED brake
doubles as a rear spoiler. The license plate is framed in shapes that would make Euclid the
father of geometry proud. The rear bumper echoes the front with its sharp center crease. As
with other Cadillac interiors, materials on the ATS are high-quality and luxurious. Front seats
make the driver and passenger feel like each is in her own compartment, flanked by an armrest
at one hand, and a high center console on the other. The interior design echoes the lines and
shapes of the outside, with sharp angles and rising lines that wrap around and create a
seamless flow from the center instrument panel to the doors. The ATS features extra touches
like handcrafted cut-and-sewn leather upholstery on upper trim levels. A number of interior
color and trim packages are available, but we weren't crazy about some of the options.
Aluminum trim inserts, for example, sport etched rectangular patterns evocative of a s Duran
Duran album. And while we liked a different model's red-flecked carbon fiber accents on doors
and vent surrounds, we were disappointed to learn they were only available as a package with
red leather upholstery. A Cadillac exec told us we could order the carbon fiber inserts
separately, but we'd have to change them out ourselves and perhaps try to recoup our losses
by selling the original trim on eBay. Base versions of the ATS include a 4. While past Cadillac
models were fraught with an overwhelming number of buttons on the center stack, CUE
drastically cuts down the number of controls to just a handful. It controls audio and telephone
functions, as well as directions and map information on cars equipped with navigation. All
functions are performed either through voice or via the touchscreen. However, CUE doesn't
appear on the base model, and navigation costs extra on all but the most expensive trim levels.
CUE's home menu is configurable so you can access your favorite functions easily. It also uses
proximity sensing, which saves extra steps and keeps your attention better focused on the
road. When driving, CUE will display full-screen maps or audio information; but when your hand
is nearby, it automatically brings up menu options related to the current function on the screen.
We were pleasantly surprised by the navigation and voice activation. Voice recognition systems
can be painfully inaccurate just ask anyone with the latest iPhone , but CUE's is impressive. It
understands natural voice commands, meaning you don't need to use pre-canned terms to get
it to do something. Even better, it can correctly identify difficult names from an address book,
although it will most likely butcher the pronunciation when repeating it back to you. While CUE
is mostly user-friendly, there are still a few oddities. One of these is that it uses physical
buttons on the center stack, located below the screen, for the climate control's fan speed and
temperature. However, if you want to change vent mode, you have to go into the CUE menu.
Another thing that annoyed us was the barrage of fingerprints that appeared on the screen after
just a few minutes of use. The ATS does come with a microfiber cleaning cloth, but it's not an
elegant solution. Front seats are comfortable and offer a good range of adjustability, from petite

to tall. Because it's a smaller, sporty car, bolsters hug the driver and front passenger tighter
than in other Cadillac models, which is a good thing when navigating winding roads. On cars
equipped with the optional Driver Awareness Package, the driver's seat will vibrate when the
lane departure warning or forward collision alert is activated. If a vibrating seat isn't your style,
you can change the warning to an audible tone. In back, legroom is on the tight side, but
comparable for a car of this class. This is especially curious considering the overall length of
the ATS is two inches longer than the C-Class, and practically three inches longer than the A4.
The Cadillac ATS architecture was built from the ground up, using a combination of several
metals, including high-strength steel, aluminum, magnesium, and many others. Together, they
help achieve rigidity and lightness, while still maintaining attainable pricing. The result is a
solid, stable chassis that is wonderfully compliant on the road as well as on the track, with a
hunkered-down feel and little-to-zero body roll. We drove the 2. With its twin-scroll design,
torque is readily available on the low end, with a smooth power band and imperceptible lag.
Passing was easy, and we never felt short of power, except perhaps a tad around sweeping
turns up steep inclines. The cabin of the ATS is very quiet. We noticed very little road or wind
noise while driving. Even the direct-injection engines, which are notorious for their
clickety-clackety ticks, couldn't be heard much in the cabin, thanks to plentiful and well-placed
sound insulation. The 6-speed manual transmission was mostly a joy to drive, although we
occasionally found ourselves rowing between third and fourth on demanding roads, frustrated
that the latter was too tall and the former was strained and noisy. We found the same issue on
ATS models equipped with the 6-speed automatic: a gap in the ratios between third and fourth
gears. Still, we applaud Cadillac for offering a manual option in a world where others seem to be
going the way entirely of paddle shifters. On the track, we found the 2. For those who actually
like to work for a lap time, that's a good thing. The favorable power-to-weight ratio with the V6 in
the ATS makes for a dynamite ride. After a few laps in the ATS V6, it's impossible not to dive
into the pit lane smiling. We have mixed feelings about the ZF-sourced variable-effort electric
steering. Nearly everyone is going to electric steering now, much to the chagrin of some
die-hard enthusiasts. The steering gear used in the ATS is belt-driven, which Cadillac claims
makes for a smoother feel, but we found it a little numb on demanding racetrack turns. Still, we
think most drivers will find it satisfyingly responsive in a range of driving situations. Estimates
for the 2. The Cadillac ATS is a well-executed compact luxury sports sedan with performance
that keeps up with the best from Germany. Sporting rear-wheel drive and a rigid chassis, it's
quiet, fun and easy to drive, whether mildly or energetically. A range of powertrains offers a
wide range of price, performance, and economy. You must be logged in to post a comment
Login. Reviews Previews Advice Awards. By Laura Burstein June 17, Turning circle: Cargo
volume: Payload: Lbs. Towing capacity: Lbs. Suspension, f: MacPherson-type with dual lower
ball joints, twin-tube struts and direct-acting stabilizer bar Suspension, r: independent five-link
with twin-tube shock absorbers Ground clearance: in. Curb weigth: lbs. Unless otherwise
indicated, specifications refer to test vehicle. Prices do not include manufacturer's destination
and delivery charges. Related Vehicles. Follow NewCarTestDrive. OnStar, six airbags front, side
and curtain , traction control, anti-lock brakes ABS , stability control. The ATS base engine had
been a naturally aspirated 2. Optional engines include a 2. The 2. A diesel engine had been
planned to be available in the future. An 8-speed automatic transmission was introduced for the
model year. Cadillac currently sells the ATS in the U. Although Cadillac believed that customers
would favor a 5 Series sized car at a 3 Series price, that assumption proved to be incorrect.
Cadillac's research found that target customers who already owned vehicles like the 3 Series or
A4 did not want a larger vehicle. General Motors began development of a smaller car that would
satisfy these target customers; that car would eventually become the Cadillac ATS. Cadillac
showed a pre-production styling buck of the ATS to the press on 11 August Sales in China
began on 21 November During the early development of the ATS, GM engineers determined that
downsizing the GM Sigma II platform that underpinned the second-generation CTS would result
in a vehicle that was too heavy and that using an economical, front-wheel drive platform would
sacrifice performance. For model year, the refreshed Cadillac ATS gained most of its styling
from its Coupe version, the two-bar grille, redesigned Cadillac emblem, seen on the ATS coupe
first, and will eventually be placed on every Cadillac lineup. Exterior tweaks for the Cadillac ATS
front fascia has been lowered, and more exterior paint choices have been made. The ATS
interior is a carryover for , but has seen some modest technology updates for as well. For the
model year, the ATS replaces the 6-speed 6L45 automatic transmission with the new 8-speed
8L45 and the 3. Automatic start-stop technology was added for the 2. GM claimed this
ultracapacitor-based system reduced CO2 output by 6 percent. The ATS is a compact four-door,
five-passenger sedan. A two-door coupe went on sale in summer as a model. The front
suspension is a MacPherson strut , double-pivot set up, using a pair of ball joints and lower

control links. A mechanical limited-slip differential is standard with the manual transmission
variant and is an available on the premium automatic. The ATS is available in either a rear- or all
wheel drive layout, has four available engines and two available transmissions. From to , the
ATS base engine in the U. As of , the base engine is a 2. A naturally aspirated 3. The model year
ATS replaces all uses of the 6-speed 6L45 with the new 8-speed 8L45 automatic transmission.
For China, and models used the GM 6T70 gearbox. The GM 8L45 gearbox replaced it for models
onwards. In China, at the time of the model's introduction, the ATS is available in five exterior
colors and two interior colors over four trim levels: Standard, Luxury, Elite and Comfort. The
ATS coupe is wider than the sedan. Two models were available at launch. One with a 2. Buyers
have a choice of six-speed manual or a six-speed automatic transmission, and the option of all
wheel drive or standard rear wheel drive. The Cadillac ATS Coupe is the first production model
to wear Cadillac's newly revised brand logo without its previous laurel wreath, and was first
shown on the Cadillac Elmiraj concept car. The 2 litre LTG turbocharged petrol engine is
standard across the range producing and horsepower. Trim levels are known as the 25T and
28T. The ATS-V sedan and coupe were introduced for the model year. The Cadillac managed to
accelerate faster than both German vehicles and was the fastest around Willow Springs
International Motorsports Park ; it was also the least expensive in the test. Johnny O'Connell
won the championship in , finished fourth in and sixth in In addition, Michael Cooper finished
third in and second in Testing conducted by the United States National Highway Traffic and
Safety Administration scored the and ATS, in both rear- and all-wheel drive variants, at five
stars in frontal crash, side crash and rollover protection, resulting in five stars overall, the
highest possible score. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Retrieved
February 12, Detroit Free Press. Archived from the original on Retrieved Source Interlink Media.
According to ATS chief engineer Dave Masch, one of the things Cadillac learned from its time
spent with owners of competitive vehicles Motor Trend. Masch's team believes BMW moved
away from the driver-focused chassis tune of the E46 with the current 3 Series -- the E90 -- and
expects that trend will continue with the next-gen 3 Series due later this year. This morning at
the media preview hosted by General Motors in its design dome, VP of Design Ed Welburn
showed off full-size styling bucks of the next two models from Cadillac. The base engine is a 2.
The real points of interest are the new turbocharged 2. Guangzhou, China: General Motors.
Shanghai: General Motors. General Motors will introduce the award-winning Cadillac ATS
compact luxury sports sedan in China in the fourth quarter of Car and Driver. Hearst
Communications. The result is the new Alpha platform. For MY , the Cadillac ATS will see a new
front fascia that incorporates the brand's new wreath-less emblem, and a sleeker front bumper.
The interior has been upgraded as well with new trim options as well as some new tech
including Siri Eyes Free functionality, dictated text messaging and optional inductive
smartphone charging. Lansing State Journal. Lansing, Michigan: Federated Publications. For
Lansing, it means at least jobs at GM's Lansing Grand River assembly plant and hundreds more
at local suppliers. Detroit, Michigan: General Motors. The first Cadillac ATS compact luxury
sport sedan intended for public sale was built today at the Lansing Grand River assembly plant
in Michigan, culminating a massive design and development project. Automotive News. Crain
Communications. General Motors plans to introduce a coupe version of its Cadillac ATS
compact next year, one in a spate of vehicle introductions for the luxury brand. The ATS Coupe
is expected to go on sale next summer. The Wall Street Journal U. Driver's Seat. The
development engineers who built the new Cadillac ATSâ€”rear- or all-wheel-drive on GM's new
Alpha platform architecture; five-passengers and four doors watch this space for coupe,
convertible and wagon variants The New York Times. The New York Times Company. General
Motors. July 23, Archived from the original on November 21, The result is a base rear-drive curb
weight of 3, pounds--at least pounds less than any A4, 3-series, C-class or IS--and a consistent
mass advantage over all equipment configurations. Detroit, Michigan: General Motors
Company. The award-winning 3. Mark Reuss, president of G. Ward's Auto. Penton Media.
Docherty declines to provide a timetable on the diesel powertrains, although North America will
get an oil-burner for the ATS, so it stands to reason Europe would see it first. According to
Cadillac, the 2. General Motors Company. Department of Transportation. December Now
another vehicle in the General Motors stable has scored top marks on the frontal, side and
rollover crash tests on its way to a five-star overall rating: the Cadillac ATS in both rear- and
all-wheel-drive variants. Popular Mechanics. This time, Detroit was up to the German challenge.
Los Angeles: Motor Press Guild. Archived from the original PDF on Dealers Deliver 2. Retail
Sales and Share Gains for ". Industry in Fourth Quarter and Calendar Year". GM Corporate
Newsroom. Retrieved 9 January Colwell, K. March Csere, Csaba July Dyer, Ezra Hardigree, Matt
Gawker Media. Lieberman, Jonny September Neil, Dan Rumble Seat. Sherman, Don August
Undercoffler, David The Los Angeles Times. Tribune Interactive. Vlasic, Bill Part No. Archived
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Boniface exterior Eric Clough interior. FR layout F4 layout. Compact executive car D. Fleetwood
FWD. Sixty Special FWD. Fleetwood Brougham. Fleetwood RWD. Fleetwood Limousine. Series
Personal luxury. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size SUV. Extended length SUV.
Escalade ESV. Escalade EXT. We have the largest selection of quality used vehicles and can
deliver any Coughlin used vehicle to your closest Coughlin location. Call, text or email us for
more details! While we make every effort to ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be
instances where some of the factory rebates, incentives, options or vehicle features may be
listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources. Dealer cannot be held liable for
data that is listed incorrectly. We Are Open! Get Sale Price. Body Style 4D Sedan. Engine 4 Cyl 2 L. Visit Price excludes tax, title, license and document fee. While we make every effort to
prevent pricing errors, key stroke and human errors do occur. Please contact dealer for details.
Features Options Specs Warranty. Enjoy a 3-month trial to the XM All Access package, with
over channels including commercial-free music, all your favorite sports, exclusive talk and
entertainment. With All Access, listen to everything, everywhere, in your car and on your
computer, smartphone or tablet. If you decide to continue your service at the end of your trial
subscription, the plan you choose will automatically renew and bill at then-current rates until
you call to cancel. Other fees and taxes will apply. All fees and programming subject to change.
Antenna, integral front and rear INTERIOR Seats, front bucket Leather seating surfaces Seat
adjusters, driver and front passenger 8-way power, plus 2-way power lumbar plus 4-way
adjustable head restraints Seat, rear split-folding with armrest and trunk pass-through access
door Headrests, rear, outboard seats, adjustable 2-way Console, front with shifter Shift lever,
center console mounted Armrest, front center Armrest, rear center with cupholders Floor mats,
carpeted front and rear Steering wheel, leather-wrapped rim Steering wheel controls, mounted
controls for audio, phone and cruise Steering column, manual rake and telescopic Instrument
cluster, electroluminescent Driver Information Center, 5. Children are safer when properly
secured in a rear seat in the appropriate child restraint. See the Owner's Manual for more
information. Air bag, Passenger Sensing System Always use safety belts and child restraints.
Services vary by model and conditions. We turn our inventory daily, please check with the
dealer to confirm vehicle availability. Color: Stock : VIN:. Term: 12 months 24 months 36 months
48 months 60 months 72 months 84 months. Monthly Payment:. Your Purchasing Power:. Your
Friend's Information: Name:. Send me a copy. I also wish to be contacted by the dealer about
this vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The recipient of this text message may incur
charges depending on their wireless carrier. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the ATS. Overview Overview Most Popular. Standard 4dr Sedan 2. Starting MSRP.
Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel drive Transmission 6-speed shiftable automatic. Fuel
tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2. Safety Safety 2 rear headrests
yes Rear door child safety locks yes daytime running lights yes engine immobilizer yes dual
front side-mounted airbags yes stability control yes Passenger airbag occupant sensing
deactivation yes Rear height adjustable headrests yes remote anti-theft alarm system yes 2
front headrests yes auto delay off headlamps yes tire pressure monitoring yes traction control
yes Emergency interior trunk release yes electronic brakeforce distribution yes front seatbelt
pretensioners yes 4-wheel ABS yes Rear center 3-point belt yes post-collision safety system
yes child seat anchors yes front and rear head airbags yes Emergency braking assist yes Front
and rear ventilated disc brakes yes dusk sensing headlamps yes. Power Feature Power Feature
Power mirrors yes 4 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes
Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes
external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions
Front Seat Dimensions bucket front seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes 2 -way
manual passenger seat adjustment yes leatherette yes Front leg room Front head room
Passenger seat with power adjustable lumbar support yes 6 -way power driver seat yes 6 -way
power passenger seat yes Front hip room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room
Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Length Curb weight lbs. Gross
weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear
track Sponsored cars related to the ATS. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent
suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes MacPherson
strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr. Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 6 yr.
Rust 4 yr. Roadside 6 yr. Sign Up. See ATS Inventory. Although not a class leader, the ATS is a

solid choice, especially if you want to drive something a little different from the norm. Now in its
second year, the Cadillac ATS is a capable entry in the well-stocked compact entry-level sport
luxury sedan class. Although consumers have plenty of choices in this price range, the
Cadillac's contemporary interior design and touchscreen control interface stand out from the
competition. The ATS is also one of the best handling entry-luxury sedans out there, and while
it's not extraordinarily quick, both the midrange 2. Overall, the ATS stacks up well among
entry-luxury cars, and it's easily the most desirable small Cadillac of the modern era. That said,
the Cadillac ATS has a few weak spots that keep it from toppling its rivals. Performance is
lackluster with the base 2. Inside, the CUE infotainment system is pleasing on an aesthetic level,
but it's often slow to respond to commands, which can make it distracting to use while driving.
The ATS also has one of the smallest backseats and trunk of any entry-level luxury sedan. Of
course, the biggest hurdle for the Cadillac ATS is simply the extreme level of competition in this
price range. The BMW 3 Series has dominated this class for years and continues to do so,
thanks to its lineup of overachieving engines, spacious cabin and all-around excellent driving
dynamics. The recently introduced Mercedes-Benz CLA is another possible candidate, since it
costs less and provides similar luxury appointments. The BMW is without a doubt our favorite
car to drive in this group, while the Audi has some of the finest cabin furnishings. The Cadillac
ATS is a step behind these two, but it's still a strong contender and worth a test-drive before
you make a decision. The Cadillac ATS is a five-passenger, luxury-oriented sport sedan that is
offered in four trim levels: base, Luxury, Performance and Premium. The Performance trim not
available with the 2. Stepping up to the Premium trim not available with the 2. Rear-wheel-drive
ATS Premium models also come with run-flat summer tires, a sport-tuned suspension, adaptive
suspension dampers and a limited-slip rear differential. Many of the features that are standard
on the upper trim levels are optional on the lower trims. A few other option packages are also
available. The Driver Assist package includes the features from the Awareness package and
adds adaptive cruise control, blind-spot monitoring, a collision mitigation system with brake
assist which activates in both front and rear collision situations and the color head-up display.
The Cold Weather package includes heated front seats and a heated steering wheel. Available
only on rear-drive V6 Premium models, the Track Performance package adds an engine oil
cooler and upgraded brake pads. Other options include different wheels, a sunroof and a trunk
cargo organizer. Three engines are available for the Cadillac ATS. The 2. The 3. All ATS engines
come matched to a six-speed automatic transmission except the 2. Rear-wheel drive is standard
across the board. All-wheel drive is optional for the 2. In Edmunds testing, a rear-drive ATS 2.
An automatic-equipped ATS 2. A rear-drive ATS 3. Both times are average among similarly
powered entry-level luxury sedans. Equipped with the automatic, 2. With the manual gearbox
and rear-drive, the ATS 2. Standard safety features for the Cadillac ATS include antilock disc
brakes, traction control, stability control, active front head restraints, front-seat side and knee
airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. Also standard is OnStar, which includes automatic
crash notification, on-demand roadside assistance, remote door unlocking, stolen vehicle
assistance and turn-by-turn navigation. Optional safety items are included in the
aforementioned Driver Awareness forward collision alert, rear cross-traffic alert, lane departure
warning, automatic wipers and rear seat side airbags and Driver Assist packages adaptive
cruise control, blind-spot monitoring, and collision mitigation with brake assist. Note that the
collision mitigation system that's part of the Driver Assist package will automatically apply the
brakes in both low-speed forward and rearward potential collision situations -- an unusual
feature in this price range. A rearview camera is optional on the base model and standard on the
Luxury, Performance and Premium. In Edmunds brake testing, an ATS 3. An ATS 3. All three
distances are average for this class of vehicle with these tire types. In government crash tests,
the Cadillac ATS earned a top five-star rating with perfect scores across front crash, side crash
and rollover tests. The Cadillac ATS is an impressive all-around performer, thanks to its poised
ride, sure-footed handling and excellent response from the steering and brakes. More
demanding drivers might criticize the steering's so-so levels of feedback, but overall, the
compact Cadillac is a fine daily driver that can also provide plenty of entertainment on a Sunday
morning drive. The base 2. Fortunately, both the 2. Of these two, the V6 would be our choice,
mostly because the 2. Although enthusiasts may lament the lack of a manual transmission for
the V6, the six-speed automatic will get the job done for most consumers. Switched to Sport
mode, it knows when to hold a gear and provides rev-matched downshifts. Inside, the Cadillac
ATS boasts a variety of high-quality materials, including tasteful wood and metallic accents. The
cabin feels solidly put together, but we've noted a few more fit and finish issues in the ATS than
in similarly priced competitors. The available CUE infotainment interface features large icons
and operates like an iPhone or iPad, which is to say you operate it by tapping, flicking, swiping
or spreading your fingers -- making it familiar for many users. Furthermore, "haptic" feedback

lets you know when you've pressed a virtual button by pulsing when you touch it. This all
results in a certain wow factor, but in practice, CUE can be slow to respond and occasionally,
fail to respond at all , and some features, such as the slide bar for volume adjustment, turn out
to be more trouble than conventional controls. On the upside, the ATS has a robust voice
recognition interface, so if you get tired of fiddling with the touchscreen, initiating commands
by voice is a pretty painless process. Up front, most drivers will find it easy to get into a
comfortable driving position, and in our experience, the front seats provide ample support on
longer drives. Oddly, the optional sport seats don't provide much more lateral support than the
standard seats, even with the addition of power-adjustable bolsters. Compared to most other
entry-level luxury sedans, the ATS's backseat is smaller than the norm. It's not necessarily a
deal breaker depending on what your priorities are, but know that taller adults will find
headroom, shoulder room and hiproom in short supply. The trunk is similarly confining. In spite
of its wide opening, it offers just Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Cadillac ATS Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Weak acceleration with the base engine
2. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the ATS for sale
near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Automatic high-beam control has been added to
the Driver Awareness and Driver Assist packages on the Cadillac ATS, while a volt power outlet
is now included in cars with the navigation system. In addition, automatic-transmission models
with paddle shifters now have a larger-diameter steering wheel. Read more. Write a review See
all 25 reviews. Leftover a ragingg bargain. This is my first Cadillac after over a decade driving
Mercedes-Benz C class. I drive on average 40, miles per year and typically buy a new car every
other year leasing is too expensive for that many miles. Compared to my last Mercedes C Sport
the ATS is more powerful, better handling and has better seats, at least in front. With the
amount of miles I drive, a comfortable drivers seat is the first thing I look at, and the ATS seat is
the best I've had yet with the possible exception of the C Sport sedan, which wasn't as
adjustable, but was perhaps a slight bit better shaped, especially at the headrest. It also has an
extendable thi support that really makes the difference I extend mine outward one detent it has
three. The side bolsters and lumbar are inflatable and a lot smoother and better shaped than
those in more recent C Class seats, though the again was just as good or better, though non
adjustable for the side bolsters. I prefer a stiff ride so long as it isn't punishing, and Cadillac has
about the best balance in this car of anything I've ever owned. I took a very twisty mountain
road Thursday night and drove quite aggressively, but the brakes never faded, never squealed
and always scrubbed off speed with serious authority. These brakes are far better than anything
on any car I've ever owned, and equal to those on my friend's Porsche Cayman. It has many
traditional Cadillac styling cues with the slender vertical tail lights especially appealing, but
everything is tidy, compact and modern. This is a Cadillac, but a youthful, enthusiast Cadillac. I
love the way this car looks inside and out. This system is totally touch-screen based which is
very nice, pretty and functional, so long as the car is parked or you are in the passenger seat. It
is awkward to use while driving, but fortunately most functions can be accessed by the steering
wheel controls and the phone's mute button also works to mute the stereo. I liked the Comand
System in the Mercedes better, but once you spend a bit of time and learn the steering wheel
controls and voice activated access the system is less annoying, though still not ideal. I would
much prefer old fashioned knobs and buttons, but it isn't a deal breaker. There is a
three-section LCD at the bottom that is extremely useful, with each of the three sections
configurable for anything from trip computer to navigation, fuel economy or diagnostics. The
only real complaint I have is that the tachometer is pushed to the far left, and in aggressive
driving can be obscured by the steering wheel or drivers hands. This would be a bigger problem
in a manual transmission car, but on my automatic it isn't too bad. I'm 5'9" and like to sit a bit
further back than normal for my height when driving. I can still fit in the backseat behind my
driving position, but foot and knee room is minimal. I could ride back there for an hour or three,

but a longer trip wouldn't be comfortable. The backseat itself is terrific though, with great lower
back and thigh support and the same firm padding as the front seats. Panel gaps are even and
everything feels very well put together. The window sticker advertises a hand cut and sewn
interior, and I believe it, with quality at least equal to my last Mercedes and better than the or
that I owned previously, or my wife's Lexus for that matter. I've put just over 1, miles on the car
in the week I've owned it and my last long drive miles returned 27 MPG. Maybe it I'll improve as
the car breaks in. City driving so far gives me just under 20MPG, where the C woud give This
car has only a 6 speed automatic compared to Mercedes' 7 speed, plus the car has a good 70
more horsepower, so I can't complain. Currently in Lemon Law case. Read less. The sharp
exterior styling brought me to this car, and the great salesman got me to drive off with it. I've
had this car for 12months 16K miles now and have run into one issue after another A blowout
from the run-flat tires was the first issue. Then the USB ports stopped charging. Then the car
threw up a check engine light code P dealer replaced a fuel solenoid. One month later, threw up
another check engine code P dealer replaced fuel solenoid in Bank B. It's been a week, and now
the car is idling rough and lacking power. No engine codes I have had the a t s Luxury 4wheel
drive 3. Very tight and sporty, the steering wheel is a little small compared to the Lexus i traded
for it and a totally different ride, but a great ride just the same a lot of fun to drive. Update after
5, miles. I previously posted my initial impressions of the ATS and here are some thoughts after
another 5K miles on the odometer: Now that the engine has some miles on it, the fuel economy
has improved to meeting or exceeding EPA numbers. Expect MPG on the highway and in town.
This car needs premium gas. Lower grades will dull performance and increase fuel
consumption considerably. I still miss real buttons and knobs on the CUE system but its no
reason not to buy the car. The small 10cu feet trunk is enough for a road trip for two but no
more than that. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See
full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the ATS.
Sign Up. No performance issues, great car that catches eyes everywhere. Standard complaint
across all owners is the cue infotainment system. Easily one of the top 5 used vehicles I have
ever owned. Would have loved to see a v8 powertrain. Fuel mileage, even at 85, maintains over
20 mpg. The performance is this car is great. Very good on gas mileage and super comfortable.
The interior has some very nice touches and is only the upper end of luxury. It could have a bit
more power but for a turbo charged 4 cylinder it is really zippy. Definitely the favorite car I have
owned. It is a very reliable smooth ride. I haven't had any kind of problems with its
performance.. One thing that has been really nice is having the Bose sound system installed. I
also like the interactive screens that are touch screens and if I could connect Bluetooth music.
Change Year. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Standard RWD. Standard AWD.
Luxury RWD. Luxury AWD. Performance RWD. Performance AWD. Premium RWD. Premium
AWD. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb Weight: lbs. Interior Features
Seat adjusters, driver and front passenger 6-way power, plus 2-way power lumbar plus 4-way
adjustable head restraints Optional Headrests, rear, outboard seats, adjustable 2-way Optional
Seats, front bucket Optional Leatherette seating surfaces Optional Steering column, manual
rake and telescopic Optional Steering wheel, leather-wrapped rim Optional Steering wheel
controls, mounted controls for audio, phone and cruise Optional Instrument cluster,
electroluminescent Optional Driver Information Center, 5. Enjoy a 3-month trial to the XM All
Access package, with over channels including commercial-free music, all your favorite sports,
exclusive talk and entertainment. With All Access, listen to everything, everywhere, in your car
and on your computer, smartphone or tablet. If you decide to continue your service at the end of
your trial subscription, the plan you choose will automatically renew and bill at then-current
rates until you call to cancel. Other fees and taxes will apply. All fees and programming subject
to change. Optional Bluetooth for phone, personal cell phone call connectivity to vehicle audio
system Optional Antenna, integral front and rear Optional. Exterior Features Wheels, 17" x 8"
Safety Features StabiliTrak, vehicle stability enhancement system Optional Traction control,
all-speed, brake and engine controlled Optional Daytime running lamps Optional Air bags,
driver and front passenger frontal dual stage for passenger , knee and side, front and rear head
curtain Always use safety belts and child restraints. Children are safer when properly secured in
a rear seat in the appropriate child restraint. See the Owner's Manual for more information.
Services vary by model and conditions. Mechanical Features Engine, 2. Optional Transmission,
6-speed automatic Optional Rear axle, 3. Rear Wheel Drive. All Wheel Drive. Number of
cylinders. Gasoline Fuel. Wheels, 17" x 8" Grille, Grey premium paint accented. Grille, active
aero. Moldings, rocker panel, body-color. Mirrors, outside heated power-adjustable, body-color,
manual-folding. Glass, solar absorbing, windshield. Glass, Solar-Ray light-tinted. Wipers, front
intermittent. Headlamps, projector type halogen, includes flash-to-pass and Twilight Sentinel.
Fascias, front and rear body-color. Interior Features Seat adjusters, driver and front passenger

6-way power, plus 2-way power lumbar plus 4-way adjustable head restraints. Headrests, rear,
outboard seats, adjustable 2-way. Seats, front bucket. Leatherette seating surfaces. Steering
column, manual rake and telescopic. Steering wheel, leather-wrapped rim. Steering wheel
controls, mounted controls for audio, phone and cruise. Instrument cluster, electroluminescent.
Driver Information Center, 5. Console, front with shifter. Shift lever, center console mounted.
Console, overhead includes reading lamps and OnStar controls. Lighting accent, LED spotlights
in doors and overhead console. Armrest, rear center with cupholders. Armrest, front center.
Lighting, interior, front and rear reading lights, and cargo area lamp. Visors, driver and front
passenger illuminated vanity mirrors. Floor mats, carpeted front and rear. Mirror, inside
rearview, frameless. Defogger, rear-window, electric with front and side window outlets for the
driver and front passenger. Windows, power with front express-up and down, and rear
express-down with passenger lockout feature. Retained accessory power power windows,
sunroof when equipped and audio system remain operational for 10 minutes after the ignition is
switched off or until the driver's door is opened. Door locks, power programmable with lockout
protection. Cruise control, electronic with set and resume speed and with 1 mph and 5 mph
increment adjustment. Trunk release, power, remote. Remote Keyless Entry. Air filtration
system. Engine oil indicator. Climate control, dual-zone automatic. Coat hooks, driver- and
passen
yamaha rx 100
2007 honda crv front bumper
2016 chevrolet suburban owners manual
ger-side rear. Audio system feature, Bose premium 7-speaker system. With All Access, listen to
everything, everywhere, in your car an Bluetooth for phone, personal cell phone call
connectivity to vehicle audio system. Antenna, integral front and rear. Compare Safety Features
StabiliTrak, vehicle stability enhancement system. Traction control, all-speed, brake and engine
controlled. Daytime running lamps. Air bags, driver and front passenger frontal dual stage for
passenger , knee and side, front and rear head curtain Always use safety belts and child
restraints. Air bag, Passenger Sensing System Always use safety belts and child restraints.
Safety belts, 3-point, driver and front passenger. Safety belts, 3-point, rear, all seating positions.
Door locks, rear child security. Child seat restraint system. Trunk emergency release handle.
Tire Pressure Monitoring System. Zach S wrote on October 7, Mareo B wrote on October 6,
Hannah G wrote on October 2, See All Reviews Continue to Overview.

